This rugged T-base stand is ideal for use with Weber’s complete line of pressure-sensitive label applicators and printer-applicators.

An applicator simply mounts to the stand via a U-shaped arm, which permits easy adjustments that make it possible to configure the applicator for top, side or bottom product labeling. In addition, the applicator head can be positioned at various distances from a conveyor through the use of a gib-plate mounting.

The heavy-duty stand, constructed of rugged tubular steel, also includes over-sized locking casters that make it easy for one person to move a labeling system to accommodate various conveyor lines and products.

Optional accessories include a vertical column extension, gib-slide and yard arm for positioning applicators at selectable increments from the stand’s upright column. To meet specific requirements, a range of custom modifications is available.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Works with all Weber label applicators and printer-applicators
- Eases transporting of labeling system between conveyor lines
- Constructed of rugged tubular steel
**T-base Stand Specifications**

**Weight**
190 lbs. (86.2kg)

**Construction**
Heavy-duty tubular steel; gray baked-on enamel

**Options**
In-out traverse, extended column, motorized operation, various custom modifications

**Length**
46.18" (117.3cm)

**Width**
33.1" (84.1cm)

**Height**
67.42" (171.3cm)